
Spirit Lake/Toutle-Cowlitz River 
Systemwide Collaboration

Meeting: December 9th, 2021



Agenda In Brief
GOALS:
• Discuss “Critical Path” to establishing long-term collaboration
• Review (hopefully) final changes to Declaration of Cooperation
• Provide input on draft Operating Procedures
• Continue dialog on sediment management strategies and actions

9:35am Welcome, Introductions

9:40am Work to Date & Purpose of This Phase Progress to Date / Steps 
to Establish Full Collab. by April / Cost-Share Option

10:15am Declaration of Cooperation: Changes Required by Signatories (If these = 
acceptable: goal to have signed by Jan. 10 meeting)

10:45am Review & Discuss Operating Procedures Vision & Mission Statements, 
Ground Rules, etc.

11:10am Sediment Management Strategies: Brief report from collaborative 
member, Continue dialog in breakout rooms

11:45am Upcoming Meetings: January 10th (virtual) on Op. Procedures & “Must-Do” Steps, 
Small group meetings (either on sediment mgt or Must Do’s) in Jan. & Feb.?

12:00pm Adjourn



When you want to speak: To avoid talking over one another, we ask that 
those on video use the “raise your hand function”. The Facilitation Team will 
monitor this and call on folks individually, similar to how we use table tents 
during in-person meetings.

To access the “raise your hand function” and other reactions:

Click on the “reactions” icon. Then “raise hand” button.

To lower “raised hand”: click “reactions” icon.

Then “lower hand” button.

To view the chat window and participants click on the lower right hand corner.

Webex:
Virtual 
Meeting 
Participation



Spirit Lake/ 
Toutle-Cowlitz 
River 
Systemwide 
Collaboration

INTRODUCTIONS – (via chat)

- Your name

- Your organizational affiliation (if you have 
one) or interest area

- Your favorite place in the world (and 
why, if you wish to share that)



Ground Rules
Be Constructive 
• State your piece briefly so all have a chance to  speak
• Make clear what your organization can do and 

provide
• Overall: focus on mutual gains – solutions that work 

for ALL parties

Virtual Meetings
• Keep yourself on mute unless speaking
• Keep video on (as bandwidth & needs allow)
• One primary representative (and one secondary 

representative) from each organization
• Raise your hand and/or wait to be recognized before 

speaking

Be Respectful & Honest
• Respect everyone’s expertise and contribution – this 

is an important but complex discussion

• Listen carefully so that you and ALL your colleagues 
can be heard

• Work to minimize power dynamics in a collaborative 
that includes vastly different stakeholders 

• Recognize: each party brings legitimate interests

Show Leadership
• Focus on the future and encourage one another to 

look forward
• Look first for areas of agreement – then use 

disagreement to build understanding and learn

Engage, respect, and learn with one another – and 
enjoy the discussion



Work to 
Date in This 

Phase

Described Major Projects, Initiatives, & Issues

Received Info on & Discussed:
• Hydro-Geomorphic Dynamics of the System
• NASEM Recommendations for Collaboration
• Downstream Communities’ Safety & Econ. Vitality
• Army Corps of Engineers’ Work in the Watershed
• Sediment Management Strategies

Generated Ideas for & Reviewed DRAFTS of:
• Shared Vision for the Whole System
• Potential Set of Shared Values
• Goals for This (Convening) Phase of Collaboration

Reviewed & Provided Input on:
• Framework for Long-Term Full Collab: (draft charter, 

then) Draft Declaration of Cooperation by Govs
• Vision & Mission Statements



Common Interests from Spirit Lake/Toutle-Cowlitz River System Visioning Work

Holistic and systemic management, using a collaborative approach 
to planning, engagement, and participation focused on multiple 
benefits including:

➢ human health and safety via sediment management

➢ tribal historical, natural, and cultural resources

➢ flood risk management

➢ ecological restoration, fish and wildlife recovery, and resiliency

➢ economic development and thriving, resilient communities

➢ recreational opportunities

➢ research integrity & educational opportunities
Healthy Ecosystems – Safe Communities – Healthy Economy

(DRAFT Vision Statement)



Values: What Values or Principles Might All the Parties Share?

• Safety for downstream communities

• Restored, healthy ecosystems

• Access: increasing for recreation; maintaining for research & 
education

• Securing sufficient funding for planning & implementation

• Managing for multiple functions & benefits

• Reducing intervention via engineered structures in favor of natural 
processes



DRAFT Goals for This Convening Phase

• Identify collective issues & risk concerns

• Recognize mandates & missions of government agencies & other key parties

• Develop & agree upon a shared vision for the whole basin & a set of 

common interests/values

• Get agreement from key parties to long-term collaboration 

• When commitments made to work together, identify opportunities & 

mechanisms to establish the collaborative long term

• Increased trust & understanding, stronger relationships, agreement to act 

with awareness of others’ perspectives



Next Steps and Action Items

Steps to Establish Collaborative for Mid- to Long-Term

• Finalize (& all parties sign) Declaration of Cooperation

• Refine & agree on Operating Procedures

• Identify Contracting Entity

• Select Facilitator

• Identify & Secure Funding

It could help to select a small ad hoc work group to assess options & 

make recommendations to full group on last three bullets…

SO: Do you all want to hold small group meetings (on sediment mgt 

or launching collaborative or both) starting after January mtg?



Declaration of Cooperation (DoC)

Discussion of 
revisions (first 2 
bullets below)

Status & 
Signatories

• Clarify the purpose of the document (along w/the purpose of the collab.)

• Remove verbiage outlining the Roles of interested & affected parties

• Process: if the above are acceptable, signatories separately sign last 
page/s & facilitation team compiles into PDF for the record

• Have heard (directly or indirectly) from all signatories (1-2 still reviewing; 
others = OK to sign it); need to ID one agency signing position

• If changes ok, full group focus on Operating Procedures



Operating Procedures

Overview
Discussion 

& Input

• To accompany DoC & serve as a living document to guide engagement

Contains 

• Working versions of Vision & Mission statements (Vision not yet discussed)

• Ground Rules (including definition of consensus & examples of types of 
decisions the group might make)

• Info on mtg frequency, facilitation, committees, funding, communication

What’s missing? What would you want/need to change?



Aspirational Vision Statement (draft for input)

Draft of MISSION Statement for the Collaborative:

To share information, build understanding, and develop and 

coordinate management solutions to address sediment 

transport and flood protection in the Spirit Lake, Toutle/ 

Cowlitz River system while enhancing ecological benefits and 

serving the many needs of the communities within the 

system

Healthy Ecosystems – Safe Communities – Healthy Economy



Small Group Work: 
Strategies for 
Sediment Mgt & 
Specific Actions to 
Advance Them



Next Steps and Action Items

Breakout Rooms: select the one you are most interested in
• Examples of Strategies:

• Sediment stabilization & retention (upper / lower system)

• Physical removal of sediment

• Monitoring, adaptive management, and data collection (what’s being collected, what 

gaps exist & what’s most important to collect?)

+ Specific Actions to Advance Them

Discussion / Screening Questions:

1. Does the issue involve the whole system or a localized area?

2. Does the specific set of conditions need a proactive or reactive solution?

3. What does a sustainable solution look like? 

4. What impacts do the issue (and potential solutions) have on human & natural communities

5. What are constructive next steps (compatible w/existing mandates, missions, 
jurisdictions/authorities)

6. What can this collaborative do to advance or assist?

Report Back

Small Group Work: Strategies for Sediment Mgt & Specific Actions to Advance Them



Next Steps and Action Items

Website for collaborative meeting documents, research, or other info of interest—please send items to 
kmwhitman@wsu.edu

Next Meeting January 10th, 2021 from 9:30 am-12:00pm:

• Continue PROCESS conversations as needed

• DoC; Operating Protocols

• Must-Do’s to Establish Long-Term Collaborative

• Content/Issues—sediment mgt planning, potential presentations:

• USFS Spirit Lake Safety Improvement Project

• WA State agency work—any requests or volunteers?

• Tribal perspective

• Nonprofit spotlight

• What else would you like this group to talk about or hear about? PUT IN CHAT TO REQUEST AGENDA TOPICS 
OR PRESENTATIONS


